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1. OVERVIEW 

 

1.1. THE ECONOMY   

 

Suffering from stagflation, South Africa’s economic growth for the first quarter of 2015 was just 1.3 percent; 

consumer inflation slowed to 4.6 percent in May, from highs of above 6 percent last year. The causes of 

stagflation include labour unrest, constrained electricity supply, anaemic private investment, and weak 

consumer and investor confidence. The unemployment rate, year-on-year, has changed little.1 And, last year, 

the financial industry suffered a serious setback when the country’s largest microfinance lender, African Bank 

Investments Limited (ABIL), was placed under receivership. Following this, the credit ratings for the country’s 

banks and major lenders were downgraded, though the legitimacy of the downgrading was contested by the 

country’s regulators. In response to these conditions, particularly the inflation rate, the country has been 

subject to an ongoing cycle of interest rate hikes. The interest rate increase was 25 basis points in June 2014, 

with the current prime lending rate set at 9.25 percent. 

 

1.2. THE HOUSING SECTOR 

 

As with all housing markets, South Africa’s housing market is affected by demand and supply issues. In terms 

of supply, the South African government, through the housing subsidy programme, popularly known as RDP, 

has constructed, and transferred, over 3.2 million “RDP” houses. Though this is the primary programme of the 

state, it has also established a number of development finance institutions (DFIs) to provide financing for 

private sector developers. The National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC) and the Rural Housing Loan 

Fund (RHLF) were established in 1996 to provide wholesale finance to non-bank housing lenders, and more 

broadly to catalyse greater investment in affordable housing in South Africa.2 Through wholesale lending, the 

RHLF and NHFC have, over the years, among other operations, provided debt capital to intermediaries 

lending for housing microfinance (HMF).  

 

The housing sector is also served by the large, sophisticated and elite private banking industry. The country 

has a mortgage industry worth over R 1.1 trillion, equivalent to 33 percent of the country’s GDP, which is the 

largest on the continent. This industry offers mortgages primarily to high- and middle-income earners, whose 

properties have consistently appreciated in recent years. The industry’s growth has been aided by an effective 

                                                           
1 STATS SA  

2 Other include Nurcha (originally the National Urban Reconstruction and Housing Agency), established to finance small scale contractors 

working in the affordable housing sector. The Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA, previously the Social Housing Foundation) 

was established to provide capacity support towards the development of social (rental) housing.  



land registry, an independent judiciary, functioning credit bureaus and a reasonably good national 

identification system. 

 

1.2.1. RDP HOUSING 

 

To be one of the beneficiaries of the 3.2 million RDP houses built so far, your household has to earn less than R 

3 500 per month—around 60 percent of the population, 35 percent of whom would not be able to afford 

housing without government assistance. The substantial delivery of housing has not been enough to decrease 

the backlog, which, according to the state, is 2.1 million housing units countrywide in 2013.3 Most of the RDP 

units are not on the formal market as they are subject to a pre-emptive clause of the a Housing Act: units 

cannot be sold by the beneficiary on the open market for eight years after the household receives it. The 

owner must first offer the provincial department the property if they intend to sell it. 

 

1.2.2. THE ‘GAP’ HOUSING MARKET  

 

The cheapest new house on the market costs around R 380 000, which, under current mortgage qualifying 

criteria4, requires a household income of R 13 500. This means people earning between R 3 500 – 13 500 

cannot buy a newly constructed house on the open market, while all households earning less than R 15 000 

will struggle to afford the cheapest newly built house. This is called the ‘gap’ market, and consists of over 2.3 

million households.  

 

Lending to this market has increased since 2003, when the Financial Sector Charter (FSC) was launched. FSC 

encouraged banks to extend lending down the market, while aiming to increase ownership of the financial 

sector by previously disadvantaged groups. Between 2004 and 2008, members of the financial sector 

collectively lent R 44.8 billion in housing loans to low income earners with a monthly income of between R 1 

500 and R 7 500, of which R 28 billion were mortgage loans.5 Even after the FSC’s conclusion, in 2008, lenders 

continued to adhere to it until, lending a further R 19 billion in mortgage finance ending in 2012.  At the 2012, 

the second phase was initiated: ending in 2018, it included a target of R 48 billion for housing, SMEs, 

infrastructure and agriculture. The focus on housing delivery is for those earning up to R 10 800. The sums lent 

through the FSC are substantial, but not nearly enough: given the total lent of over R 63.8 billion, this roughly 

translates into over 200 000 houses worth R 300 000 over 8 years.  

 

                                                           
3 Moneyweb “Housing Backlog at 2.1 million”.  

4 2 percent above 9 percent prime interest, for a term of 20 years, at a monthly installment of 30 percent of income.  

5 The target for housing finance R 42 billion. The remainder was pension-secured, construction and wholesale finance, and housing micro-

finance. 



The market is also served by the Finance Linked Individual Subsidy Programme (FLISP). FLISP, a government 

programme relaunched in 2012, provides a once-off contribution by government towards a mortgage for 

households earning between R 3 500 - 15 000. The subsidy is offered as a once-off contribution towards a 

mortgage, and is only for first-time buyers. At first offered only as part of mortgages for new developers, and 

for units under R 300 000, FLISP now is available for any house—including houses on the resale market—at 

any price. Administered by the NHFC in some provinces, and by Departments of Human Settlements in 

others, it is worth a maximum of R 87 000 for households earning R 3 501, decreasing along a sliding scale to R 

20 000 for those households up to R 15 000. The subsidy amount is insufficient, especially to lower income 

earners, given the high cost of cheapest house in the market. 6  Only 800 loans have been disbursed since 

2012. 

 

1.2.3. THE RENTAL MARKET  

 

According to Census 2011, over 25 percent of South Africans rent their houses—37 percent in Gauteng; 29 in 

the Western Cape.7 It is not clear how many of these households fall in the affordable rental category,8 but 

some figures place it at 77 percent, or 1.8 million households.9 The majority of affordable rental units are 

provided by the private sector. There are, however, critical problems of supply generally,10 especially 

affordable units, in the lower income rungs11. Quality is a problem as well—according to one study, over 40 

percent of rental units are shacks in backyards.12  

 

Government’s three main programmes—all targeting households with income between R 800 – 7 500—for the 

rental market are the Institutional Subsidy Programme,13 Social Housing Programme14 and Community 

                                                           
6 If the cost of the cheapest house is R380 000, a person earning R3 500 and entitled to the maximum subsidy amount of R87 000 would 

pay a principle amount of R293 000. Given an interest rate of 11.5 percent, for a term of 20 years, at a monthly installment of 30 percent 

of income, a monthly income of at least R 12 500 is necessary, way above the R3 500. The other challenge that needs to be overcome is 

the applicant also needs to qualify for a mortgage, a natural limiter to the number of people who can qualify.  

7 STATS SA “Statistical Release Census 2011”.  

8 What is affordable rental largely depends on context, but is generally considered to be a third of household income. With a large number 

of households surviving with little to no income, this amount is quite low.  

9 This figure emerges from a much lower figure for households renting, at 19 percent. It is not clear where this figure is derived but it could 

be the General Household Survey. See DHS “Annexure A for Outcome 8”.  

10 Including supply for rentals of between R1 500 up to R3 000 per month, the area of supply most comfortably provided by the private 

sector. See Urban LandMark, “Small Scale Private Rental in South Africa” 

11 According to SERI, for example, those earning less than R3 200 per month.   

12 UrbanLandMark  “Small Scale Private rental in South Africa” 

13 Targeting those between R 1,500-3500.  

14 This serves those within the R 1,500 – 7500 income bracket. 70 percent of the units are required to serve income segments between R 

1,500-3500 per month.  



Residential Unit (CRU) Programme.15 In 2008, DHS published its National Rental Housing Strategy with the 

objective to gear rental housing provision to scale and address affordability and access to rental housing for 

lower income groups. The strategy had an ambitious target of 100 000 rental units by 2011/2012, of which 75 

000 social housing units for middle-income earners16 and 25 000 CRUs for low-income households.17 Further, 

Outcome 8, set by DHS, required delivery of 20 000 rental housing units per annum (or 80 000 units over four 

years up to 2014). But targets were not met: only 41 percent of the target of 80 000 units were delivered by 

2014.18  As of September 2013, 12 373 CRU units were provided, up from 11 136 units in September 2012. This 

represents 49 percent of the target of 25 000 CRUs by 2014 outlined in the strategy.  

 

1.3. LENDING 

 

1.3.1. THE MICROFINANCE SECTOR  

 

Microfinance service providers19 include MFIs offering small enterprise loans, co-operative financial 

institutions, alternative banks, primary banks, HMF providers and salary-based micro-lenders. The micro-

enterprise lending industry consists of 14 lenders, but has registered disappointing growth; three 

microfinance lenders closed in 2013.20 The cooperative sector is in its infancy with 18 lenders, although it is 

growing.21 There are the alternative banks that target entry level or lower income markets, such as African 

Bank, Capitec Bank, Ubank and Post Bank. The primary banks have recently competed for lower income 

clientele, by offering entry level accounts and fees, though they have been less successful in their attempts at 

small enterprise lending. The biggest development in primary banking sector from the perspective of financial 

inclusion is the introduction of mobile and branchless banking; it’s an exciting prospect for the industry 

though it is yet to reach the scale reached in countries such as Kenya. Finally, microfinance services are 

provided by retailers whose products range from store cards to personal loans and insurance products. This 

has also been a growth area in the industry, with many retailers partnering with banks to extend the range of 

financial services that they provide.  

 

                                                           
15 CRU targets those between R 800-3500.  

16 R 3,500-7500.  

17 R 800-3500.  

18 DHS “Budgetary Review and Recommendation Report”  

19 For an excellent overview of the industry, see Bank Seta ““Microfinance Review 2013” 

20 The industry of 14 lenders is servicing just over 111,500 active loans. The MFIs to close were Marang Financial Services, Women’s 

Development Bank and ABSA Micro-enterprise division.   

21 Total savings for these institutions grew at an annual rate of 11 percent from R161 million in 2011 to R198 million in 2013, and total 

loans grew at a compound annual rate of 16 percent from R107 million to R129 million over the same period.  



The introduction of the National Credit Act (NCA), in 2007, lifted the limits on unsecured loans above R 10 

000.22 This leading to exponential growth in the unsecured credit market. Poor lending practices, increased 

competition, lower margins, coupled with the poor economic growth and stagnant employment numbers, has 

resulted in over-indebtedness of households and a high number non-performing loan. Retailers, as well as 

funders, are increasingly leaving the sector.23 Many have opted for developmental lending. 

 

There has been regulatory reform to deal with these problems. The state, through the Department of Trade 

and Industry (DTI), in 2013, announced a raft of interventions, many still to be implemented. They target 

abuse in the recovery of debt,24 reducing the over-indebtedness of households;25 and propose to increase 

areas of regulation,26 add provisions to the NCA, as well as increase the powers of the NCR to implement 

them.27 Many of the proposals will need consultation with the credit industry, as they will affect the industry.28   

 

Since the announcement of the interventions, there have been developments, notably the introduction of the 

National Credit Act Amendment Bill.  Key provisions in the Bill include the strengthening of the NCR’s powers, 

and the requirement that all credit providers be registered and do affordability assessments of consumers. 

The Bill also provides for the setting of norms and standards for affordability assessment criteria by 

empowering the Minister to issue affordability assessment regulations.29  

 

1.3.2. HOUSEHOLD DEBT 

 

Effective demand for microfinance is affected by the levels of household debt, which currently is high. 

Household debt to disposable income peaked at over 80 percent in 2008, and is still above 70 percent.30  

 

                                                           
22 This limits were part of the Usury Act. The NCA allows higher loan sizes, up to R 250,000, and loan terms (up to 60 months).  

23 Blue and Real People, the latter now involved in HMF lending, are examples of retailers. Funders exiting include Transaction Capital, 

Old Mutual and Futuregrowth Asset Management.   

24 For example, to remove certain types of emolument attachment orders, and encourage employers to investigate their legitimacy.  

25 For example, ensuring the provision of credit is not only affordable but also suitable, by discouraging short-term (30 day) loans to 

support borrowing over longer periods, and reviewing the regulatory framework for credit insurance policies linked to credit. 

26 For example, greater regulation of debt collection firms including legal firms, to ensure that they do not indulge in unscrupulous debt 

collection practices.  

27 This includes providing clearer definitions of reckless loans in the Act; reviewing pricing caps to ensure that current levels of caps are 

appropriate; and providing for greater enforcement powers for monitoring and supervision of the act, including empowering it to shut 

down unregistered credit providers and set norms and standards for access to the payment system. 

28 For example, the proposal to provide voluntary debt relief without charge and reducing the instalment burden of households.  

29 National Credit Amendment Bill B47B-2013. More controversial has been the provision that requires the automatic removal of adverse 

consumer credit information after payment had been made on an ongoing basis. The Bill also proposes to prohibit the sale or collection 

of prescribed debt, and placed a cap on credit insurance provision to deal with the abuse of credit life insurance. 

30 Trending this figure from the mid 70’s shows that it has ranged from 40-60 percent. 



Figure 1: Household debt: Ratio of household debt to disposable income and debt service cost to disposable 

income (Source: SA Reserve Bank) 

 

Year  Ratio of debt 
service cost 

to 
disposable 

income 

Household 
debt to 

disposable 
income 

 

1993 8.8 54.7 

1994 8.8 56.6 

1995 10.5 59.3 

1996 11.9 62.2 

1997 12.4 62.2 

1998 12.8 61.3 

1999 10.7 58.2 

2000 8 54.9 

2001 7.5 54.4 

2002 8.2 52.6 

2003 8.2 54.5 

2004 6.6 57.9 

2005 6.9 64.3 

2006 8.1 72.9 

2007 10.5 80.1 

2008 12.5 82.4 

2009 10.3 81.4 

2010 8.6 78.7 

2011 8.2 76.3 

2012 7.7 75.6 

2013 7.7 75.2 

 

The diagram below shows the consequences of this high debt in the form of the number of impaired credit 

records31 as well as the percentage of records (against non-impaired). These have steadily been increasing 

over time, reaching a high in the second half of 2013.  

 

Figure 2: Levels of credit record impairment (Source: National Credit Regulator 2013)  

 

                                                           
31 This is a record on which a consumer and/or any of the accounts, are either classified as three or more payments or months in arrears, 

or which has an “adverse listing”, or that reflects a judgment or administration order. 
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Research done by the University of Pretoria claims that 10-15 percent of employees have emolument 

attachment orders (often known as garnishee orders) against them, and as high as 20 percent of public 

servants. Microlenders constitute 28 percent of these orders.32 This problem of over-indebtedness directly led 

to ABIL being placed under curatorship, which had a “bad book” of approximately 17 billion.33  

 

The problem of over indebtedness is not a unique to South Africa. A recent report on the challenges facing the 

microfinance industry across the world places it as the most pressing.34  This global problem is seen to be 

symptomatic of wider problems in the industry: surplus lending capacity, a lack of professionalism within 

MFIs, and an emphasis on growth and profit at the expense of prudence. Another important reason is 

competition. The industry has grown rapidly, because of lending capacity created by abundant funding. 

Market “saturation” has been reported in many countries.35 

 

HMF, and developmental lending in general, did not benefit from the rapid increase in household borrowing 

over the years. Much of this debt is related to unsecured lending for consumer goods.  

 

1.3.3. FOCUS ON INCENTIVISING DEVELOPMENTAL LENDING  

 

The NCA provides for a category of lending known as developmental credit. Because of the problem of over-

indebtedness, there has been a renewed focus on developmental lending, which is seen to be a better form of 

                                                           
32 Banks and the retail sector issued the other 27 and 24 percent respectively. University of Pretoria Law Clinic “The incidence of and the 

undesirable practices relating to garnishee orders”. 

33 While there has been furious commentary on the causes of African Bank’s failure, including expensive funding for their operations, 

undercapitalisation and regulatory failures, the high levels of indebtedness in the country are a seen as a primary reason.  See MoneyWeb 

“The horse has already bolted”. Many other lenders, including HMF lenders, have had significantly depressed results as a result of this 

same problem.  

34 Second was credit risk, and third was competition. CSFI “Microfinance Banana Skins 2014”  

35 CSFI “Microfinance Banana Skins 2014”. See also Helms “Why we need disruptive business models in financial inclusion” 
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credit. Developmental credit includes educational loans; small business loans; loans to provide for the 

acquisition, rehabilitation, building or expansion of low income housing; and any other loans to promote 

socio-economic development and welfare of disadvantaged and low income persons. HMF falls in the 

category of lending because it provides for “building and expansion of low income housing”. The Act imposes 

a duty on the NCR to take measures to increase the provision of developmental credit. There are some built-in 

incentives to do this in the regulations. For example, through the regulations, it has prescribed maximum 

interest rates that are higher than those for other forms of credit agreements.36 Fees allowed are also higher. 

For housing, initiation fees allowed are R 500 per credit agreement, plus, 10 percent the amount 

of the agreement in excess of R 1,000, to never exceed R 2,500. These are some of the highest allowed. Tthe 

NCA also allows for greater flexibility in terms of loan origination in the informal sector, for developmental 

credit.  

 

Among developmental lenders, opinion is that  borrowers are generally lower risk. Even though these loans 

are often large, and thus riskier, borrowers of the loans tend to be more reliable. For example, according to 

one lender—while indebtedness among HMF borrowers has risen to 65 percent from 50 percent between 

2010 and 201337—it is much lower than that of the general purpose unsecured lending market.38  Further, the 

same lender goes on to add that, 

 

‘Our experience has been that even though this may appear to be the same consumers from a 

demographic point of view, they prove to be more financially diligent in repaying their debt – in turn 

ensuring better credit risk for the group.’39 

 

All these positives have however not translated into greater developmental, and HMF lending, and it still 

constitutes the smallest lending category.40 

 

Figure 3: Developmental lending compared to other forms of lending  

 

                                                           
36 Government Notice R489 in Government Gazette 28864. Developmental credit agreements are allowed {RR x 2.2 + 20% per year}, which 

is considerably more than that allowed for mortgages and short term credit agreements (only plus 5 percent) and credit facilities (plus 10 

percent). Nevertheless, while short term credit is only allowed for 6 months for a maximum of R 8,000 per loan, over a year the same 

interest rate would amount to 60 percent which is the highest allowed by the regulations. 

37 Measured as total debt to annual gross income.   

38 Real People “Annual Report 2013”  

39 Real People “Annual Report 2013”   

40 This compared to other lending categories monitored by the NCR including mortgages, secured credit agreements, credit facilities such 

as credit and garage cards, bank overdrafts, store cards, unsecured credit (transactions in respect of which the lender does not have any 

security, other than credit facilities or short-term credit), short term credit (unsecured credit of less than R 8,000 (US $743) repayable over 

periods of less than 6 months).  



 
 

 

From the numbers, the reality is developmental credit is a very small portion of total lending. It constitutes 

only slightly above 2 percent of total lending. While it has shown a quarter on quarter increase by over 50 

percent to the third quarter of 2013, with over R 2.7 billion (US$ 250 million) worth of new credit, this is still 

very modest compared to the almost R 21 billion of unsecured lending for the same period.  These low levels 

of lending are unsurprising given only 4 percent of registered credit providers are developmental credit 

lenders. 

 

It is not clear why these low number persist. Some suggestions are that there are no supportive grants to 

grow the market, and a poor regulatory environment.41 Also, there is little local industry wide knowledge and 

experience. More research needs to be done to determine the causes of the problem.    

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
41 Bank Seta “Microfinance review”  
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2. HOUSING MICROFINANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA  

 

2.1. WHAT IS HMF? 

 

Housing microfinance is any micro financial tool to support investment in the components of housing, 

including purchase of, or access to land; provision improvement of services; house construction, incremental 

or otherwise; and house renovation or maintenance. HMF is based on the traditional microfinance concept of 

lending money without requiring conventional collateral, such as land titles. As much as 30 percent of South 

African general microloans are reportedly diverted for housing uses. There are, however, increasingly  

products explicitly for housing purposes.   

 

2.2. SIZE AND POTENTIAL  

 

Little work has been done to quantify and determine the full potential of HMF in South Africa. In a broad 

demand side study on HMF on the continent in 2009, it was noted that South Africa has a number of 

important advantages relative to other countries that make its potential very high. These include, 42 

 A microfinance industry with good coverage;  

 Well-developed capital markets, important for raising funding;    

 A relatively well developed and evolving legislative framework for microfinance; and   

 Dedicated state funding at a whole-sale level intended to support HMF. 

 

The potential demand was consistently ranked in the top 5 on the continent, with an estimated urban 

demand of over US$ 1 billion.   

 

2.3. CURRENT HMF LENDING ACTIVITIES  

 

2.3.1. ORGANISATIONS AND PRODUCTS   

 

There are a number of HMF providers in South Africa. These include Norufin, Bayport, Lendcor, Thuthukani, 

Elite Group, Izwe loans, Kuyasa Fund and Mazwe Financial Services.  

 

Table 1: HMF lenders in South Africa  

                                                           
42 CAHF “Scoping the demand for housing microfinance in Africa”  



 

 Real People Norufin Elite 

Product  name  Home improvement Incremental housing 
loan 

Incremental housing loan 

Product type  Providing finance to 
customers who are engaged 
in building projects through 

building merchants. 

Low interest rate 
incremental housing 
loan. Provided as a 

loan, but as well 
through building 

merchants 

Home owners who wish to 
build homes on an incremental 

basis by extending or 
improving existing property 

Location   North West Province  

Branches  No independent branches. 
Have a presence across the 

country using building 
materials franchises. 

3 14 

Size of the loans  Up to R 100 000, average of  
R 17 000 

R14 200 Range between R3 000 - 20 000 

Size of the loan 
book (R) 

R 1.1 billion R 230 million  

Size of loan book 
(no. of  borrowers)  

 2 736  

% of total loan book  Around 50 percent (South 
African operations) 

96 percent  

Interest rate  Effective up to 40 per cent 28 percent  

Maximum term  40 months   

Average term  36 months 15 months  

Impairments  NPLs to gross advances 30.8 
percent. 

  

Qualifying income 
amount  

Earn at least R 2 000 per 
month 

Around R 9 800 Between R 2 500 – 7 500 

Deposit amount  None None None 

Collateral  Unsecured Unsecured Unsecured 

Other qualifying 
criteria  

Must be employed Regular income and 
permanent 

employment 

Able to prove 2 years of 
employment 

 

 

South African HMF products have a number of features. Firstly, there is extensive use of building merchants 

to disburse loans, facilitated by the extensive network of building materials franchises across the country. 

From the examples above, by continental standards, loan sizes are of average size, with amounts ranging 

from R 10 700 (US$ 1 000). The upper limits can be as high as R 100 000 (US$ 9 300). Interest rates are also 

comparable,  ranging from 20 to over 40%.43  However, given the lower interest rate regime in the country, 

spreads are much higher.44 HMF lending is unsecured, with no collateral required, though lending is 

exclusively to employed people with regular incomes.  

 

                                                           
43 For example, in Kenya, interest rates offered by larger MFIs range in the early and mid-twenties. Prime in the country is 16 and a half 

percent. In Malawi, HMF lenders provide loans at rates in the late forties. However, here, prime is very high, at 38 percent.  

44 Prime interest rate in South Africa is currently 9.25 percent.  



2.3.2. HMF LENDING IN THE INFORMAL SECTOR 

 

The general microfinance, and HMF, sector in South Africa has largely targeted lending to formally employed 

and regularly salaried people; unlike the industry elsewhere in the world, where lending to the informal sector 

forms the backbone of the microfinance sector. Loan eligibility criteria are stringent. Most lenders require a 

payslip, detailing the applicants earnings and employer details, bank statements reflecting a number (for 

example 3) of salary payments, evidence of permanent employment for a minimum number of months, and 

there is even employer eligibility. 45 As a consequence, RHLF, which has an explicit developmental mandate, 

only has 1 percent of self-employed people receiving loans through its intermediaries. Formally employed 

people provide a much more reliable and lower risk client. Additionally, because of the well-developed 

payment systems in the country, such as debit orders, formal employment provides an efficient and lower risk 

method of obtaining monthly repayments every month.  

 

Two things make this a strategy limiting. One, this prevents access to the large percentage of individuals 

whose incomes are informal. Stats SA states that, between January and March 2014, over 2.3 million—more 

than 20 percent of those employed—people outside the agricultural sector were informally employed.46 

Importantly, there is evidence to suggest that these are the same people who lack access to financial services, 

which MFIs should be well placed to provide. Access to financial services in South Africa is generally linked to 

formal employment,47 which is  global trend.48 In South Africa, quarter on quarter, the number of people 

informally employed is largely stable, and does not seem to be decreasing. Globally, estimates for the total 

informal economy vary between 50 and 60 percent of the world’s population.49 Second, this more established 

financial services providers, such as large banks, from providing financial services to an important market. 

 

Informally employed people tend to house themselves, through incremental and staged processes, to match 

their irregular incomes. HMF is designed to match this process.   

 

2.3.3. MARKET SERVED BY HMF  

 

HMF plays an important role for poorer members of society. It can provide for the financially excluded: those 

who cannot access mortgages. It is a form of financing that matches their irregular incomes and incremental 

housing methods, by providing small loans that allow them to incrementally improve their housing 

conditions. HMF works with minimal tenure security, which is a common problem among low income earners. 

                                                           
45 For example government employment is often considered more secure and thus greater eligibility.  

46 StatSA “Quarterly Labour Force Survey”.  

47 Ardington and Leibbrandt “Financial services and the informal economy”  

48 CGAP “Financial inclusion and development: recent evidence.” 

49 CGAP (2014).  



It does this by using alternative forms of collateral;  sometimes there are other forms of security of tenure that 

can be used.50  

 

Yet HMF is not only for the poor; it is a useful financing method for lower to middle income earners. They can 

face the same problem of a lack of collateral, and they may work within the informal sector. 

 

2.3.4. PROFILE OF CURRENT HMF BENEFICIARIES IN SOUTH AFRICA  

 

While comprehensive data is not available, there is some limited information on the demographics of those 

who access the HMF market in South Africa. For example, the RHLF targets those who earn less than R 9,500. 

83 percent of its funding was to this target market; 40 percent was lent to people earning less than R 1,500 per 

month  

 

Figure 4: Income distribution of RHLF loan beneficiaries (Source: RHLF 2013)  

 

 

Many MFIs provide loans that reach much higher income earners, those between R 10,000 and R 15,000.  

 

2.3.5. USES OF HMF LOANS  

 

The housing finance value chain illustrates various points in the housing production process where HMF is 

useful. It is at these ”financing moments” that HMF lenders can provide loans. 

 

Figure 5: Housing finance value chain (Ferguson, 2008) 

                                                           
50 Such forms can typically be for example a letter from the chief or a permission to occupy from the state.  
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HMF can be used through a series of loans to develop a house incrementally. This includes incrementally 

acquiring and upgrading the title, building a makeshift shelter, replacing this with permanent materials as 

well as expansion, and lobbying for government services.51  

 

Figure 6: Uses of HMF loans among MFIs funded by Rural Housing Loan Fund  

 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

 

New house  6% 8% 3% 4% 4% 

Extension 8% 17% 8% 10% 10% 

Improvement  56% 50% 71% 68% 71% 

Services  4% 3% 2% 3% 3% 

 

 

From Figure 6, most HMF lending in the country is concentrated at the latter stages of the value chain, around 

housing extension and improvement. The vast majority of loans (as high as 71 percent in 2012) are used for 

home improvement, while the funds are only marginally used to for services or construction. It is not clear 

why incremental loans are not popular. It could be that the current product range does not support the 

incremental house build process.  

 

                                                           
51 Ferguson,B. and Smets P. (2010). Finance for incremental housing: current status and prospects for expansion, Habitat International 

Vol. 34, pp. 288-298.  
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The NHFC has considered lending to MFIs who can then onward lend to borrowers to meet deposit 

requirements for mortgages. This would take advantage of the current willingness of the MFI industry to 

provide relatively large personal loans without collateral.52 Strictly speaking, this is more of a mortgage than a 

HMF loan because it is for the purchase of a house rather than  its incremental improvement. 

 

2.3.6. MODELS FOR HMF PROVISION IN THE COUNTRY  

 

DIRECT RETAIL LENDING  

 

Using branch networks, direct retail lending is the most common method for HMF provision. Customers 

obtain loans within MFI branches, where loan officers assess eligibility and credit score. Within the branches, 

lenders also offer other products such as cellular loans, personal loans, and insurance. There is minimal, if any, 

technical support for construction of the houses. Verification on the use of loan almost always isn’t used.53   

 

HMF THROUGH BUILDING MATERIALS SELLERS  

 

This is a common method of lending HMF in the country.54 Here, building materials retailers are used to 

originate and disburse HMF loans. This usually works through the HMF provider placing a representative—

who may work on a commission basis—at a building retail store, to offer HMF to customers. This loan officer 

administers the loan, once approval is granted from the HMF provider. Approval times vary but can be as little 

as 15 minutes, once checks are completed. These checks  include credit check affordability calculations, done 

relatively quickly and simply via an online application processes managed by and employee of the lender 

available in store. The building store merchant may get a commission for the sale. 

 

According to one lender, the building store retail sector in South Africa has limited penetration of credit 

providers. There is untapped opportunity, with as little as 5 percent of turnover is performed on in-store 

credit.55 Challenges involved in HMF lending include the possibility of fraud and identity theft because of the 

highly disaggregated nature of loan origination. Competition has increased greatly, as larger banks enter the 

market. These larger banks often have the financial muscle to lock the stores into exclusive agreements.56 

However, there are relatively low entry costs involved in this  HMF model, because companies do not need to 

sustain branches. Credit providers only need to have a loan officer located in each building material store. 

                                                           
52 For instance, it has been reported that Capitec Bank is offering R 230 000 in unsecured loans for between 1-84 months at an interest 

rate of between 19 and 26 percent. See Money Web “Capitec now offers R230 000 unsecured loan”     

53 Lenders that obtain money through DFIs such as the RHLF with a specific mandate to lend for housing may have a verification process 

where a sample of loans provided is taken and assessed for use.   

54 Lenders using this method include Lendcor, Real People, and Norufin.  

55 Real People “Annual Report 2013”  

56 For example Nedbank.   



Also, this model prevents loan diversion from the intended purposes and guarantees foot traffic of potential 

borrowers for the lender.    

 

USING SMALL-SCALE HOUSING DEVELOPERS  

 

A potential for the sector, noted by one MFI, is to lend using reputable small-scale developers within 

townships and high demand areas. Small-scale developers are closer to the people who want to improve their 

homes, because they are the first to be called upon to do the work. This MFI, using its established branch 

presence in these areas, can source clients through a network of developers. The developers need to be 

reputable in order to provide critical construction technical support for the build process and ensure that it is 

of a high quality. Diversion can also be prevented as funds are disbursed based on a bill of quantities from the 

contactor through reputable building materials merchants. There has been no lending based on this yet; it 

would be interesting to see how it evolves.  

 

GROUP LENDING  

 

Lending to groups of people provides additional and alternative forms of security, as the repayment of loans 

is a joint liability. This works because group reputation is at stake and future access to credit for members 

depends on individuals paying off their loans. The social pressure is on individual borrowers by members is 

invaluable as a credit control mechanism. Group lending provides lenders with a way around the unviable or 

insufficient collateral that is common with lower income borrowers that form a large portion of the 

microfinance market. Lending is often accompanied with support for the group, by the lender or another 

organisation in partnership with it. Typically, lending would include basic support based around group 

governance, financial education and training, as well as support for registration with state authorities and so 

on. Group lending offers a useful alternative, by-passing these more formal processes in environments where 

the ability to borrow against collateral is hampered by inefficient courts and registration systems. 

 

Group lending is not used extensively by microfinance institutions in South Africa. Of the fourteen institutions 

providing enterprise lending, only seven use group-based lending. Only two have more than 2,000 active 

loans, with the Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF) at 96 000 and Phakamani Foundation at 8 000. Yet am 

average annual loan loss rates are good at below 5 percent.57   

 

Institutions interviewed expressed an interest in group-based lending methodologies as a means of growing 

HMF lending. This is because it can assist in expanding the market for loans beyond its current scope, which is 

limited by its willingness to lend only to formally employed and salaried individuals. Further, as experience 

has shown in other countries, group lending prevents the diversion of funds from their intended use.  

                                                           
57 Bank Seta “Microfinance Review 2013” 



 

Opinions on the advantages of group lending are not unanimous however. Opportunity International in South 

Africa uses individual lending for its small business loans because of greater flexibility and individual 

responsibility it creates to the loan. Also, MFIs have built systems and processes around individual lending 

developed through their other consumer lending activities, and are unfamiliar with group-based lending.58  

 

2.3.7. HMF COMPARED TO OTHER FORMS OF DEVELOPMENTAL LENDING  

 

HMF has performed relatively poorly compared to other forms of developmental lending.  

 

Figure 7: HMF lending compared to other forms of developmental lending in South Africa  

 

 

The breakdown of figures shows that the largest proportion of developmental lending is associated with 

education loans followed by small business. Housing is the least by value, and second lowest by numbers.  

 

PENSION BACKED LOANS  

 

In the case of pension-backed loans, the bank or financial institution enters into an agreement with the 

employer and the pension fund administrators, to use the borrower’s pension to guarantee a loan for 

housing.59 In South Africa, Section 19(5) of the Pension Funds Act permits a retirement fund to grant a direct 

loan to its members or to furnish a guarantee for a member’s loan from a third party (e.g. from a bank or 

another home loan provider). The loan must be used for the following housing-related purposes: 60 

 Purchase of a house; 

                                                           
58 Presentation by Dr Manfred Kuhn of Opportunity International (SA) at SAMP Product Diversification Workshop, 28 May 2014,  

Johannesburg  

59 The pension fund may also directly lend to the fund beneficiary.  

60 Sing “Pension secured loans”.   
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 To purchase land and to erect a dwelling on it;  

 To make additions or alterations to, or to maintain or repair an existing dwelling; or  

 To pay a third-party loan which is secured by mortgage bond over a property. 

 

Pension backed loans are cheaper than personal loans,61 which are often diverted and used for housing. This 

means greater affordability and greater market potential as an affordable housing product. However, there 

are only a limited number of pensioners who access their pension for the purposes of housing. These loans are 

commonly associated with lower income earners, which enables lending by those who would ordinarily not 

qualify for mortgages. It can be used for HMF, to back the small loans provided by financial institutions for the 

purpose of housing. According to research, the market is potentially worth R 18 billion. While these loans can 

be used both to acquire a fully built house or to improve or incrementally build one, the size of loans suggest 

that the majority are used for the latter.62 Today, all the large banks in South Africa lend against pension 

funds.63   

 

Table 2: Example of pension backed HMF products   

 U Bank Absa Bank 

Use of loans  Buy a new home or do home improvements Home improvements 

Size of loans 
offered64  

Minimum R 5 000 – 350 000, the maximum amount 
is pegged on the pension fund rules 

Not specified 

Use of the 
provident 
fund  

As collateral, against the loan As collateral, against the loan 

Payment 
method  

Payroll deduction Payroll deduction 

Qualifying 
criteria  

 Has to meet bank-qualifying criteria, 
including a clean credit record 

 Be an active contributor to a pension fund 
which allows provident fund lending and 
the bank has an agreement 

 Have a monthly salary 

 Proof of physical address 

 National ID 

 Active contributor to a pension 
fund 

 Proof of ownership of a 
property including title deed, 
bond statement, or letter from 
the chief 

 Proof of full-time employment 

 Proof of residential address 

 If renovating, quotes from the 
contractor 

                                                           
61 Further according, volume driven negotiating by pension fund trustees means that interest rates can be less than those that the 

individual would be able to negotiate individually with a bank.   

62 Sing reports that the average size of the loan provided in 2009 was R 20,000. Standard Bank in 2013 had a loan book of R 370 million 

representing 12,325 accounts, which roughly translates into a loan size of R 30,000. See Standard Bank sustainable banking INTERNET 

http://tinyurl.com/qx2au24. 

63 Recently in the news, Absa bank provided Abacus Financial Services a R 100 million facility to grow pension-backed loans for lower 

income earners Moneyweb “Absa facility signals growth in pension backed home loans”. Others offering pension backed loans include 

Standard Bank, Nedbank and FNB. 

64 Maximum loan amounts will depend on the pension fund rules. Examples include: Liberty at 40 percent of fund credit value, RFLIPF at 

up to 60 percent of fund credit value, Sentinel retirement fund at 50 percent; and South African Local Authorities pension fund at 50 

percent.  



 National ID 

Other 
requirements  

Random inspections will be carried out to ensure 
that the loan is used for housing 

 

 

 

Pension-backed lending, unlike other HMF lending, is particularly sensitive about providing housing support 

services to ensure good construction and prevent loan diversion. This is because the collateral at stake is life 

savings, and it is important they are not placed at risk through building a poor-quality housing or use of the 

loan for unintended purposes. Lenders endeavour to make on-site inspections. Though this is expensive and 

not carried out consistently.   

 

2.4. FUNDING HMF IN SOUTH AFRICA  

 

The microfinance industry in the country has multiple sources of funding. The commercial lenders interviewed 

source their funds from the market. Asset managers—such as Investec, Cades, Old Mutual and Futuregrowth 

Asset Management—were frequently cited as a source of funding. There are also number of larger 

institutional investors, such as unions and the Public Investment Company. International funders include FMO 

and Proparco.   

 

Few lenders, according to the MFIs interviewed, impose covenants stipulating the use of HMF funds. While 

some MFIs have changed their lending policies to focus on HMF, this has largely been driven by business 

considerations. In other countries, double- and triple-bottom-line funders have pushed for this change. 

Recently, because of problems associated with unsecured credit lending, many funders are becoming more 

specific on what they fund and require lending for developmental purposes, including HMF.   

 

There are two government development finance institutions (DFIs) that support HMF: NHFC and RHLF. These 

institutions provide debt capital to selected microfinance institutions. The NHFC lends to developers, 

property owners, social housing institutions and non-banking retail intermediaries who provide housing 

finance for households earning between R 3 500 and R 15 000 per month. The commercial division of the 

organisation focuses on wholesale lending to retail intermediaries who provide mortgage and incremental 

loans for home improvement to end users. The RHLF is a wholesale development finance institution with an 

exclusive HMF mandate for low-income earners.  

 

By the end of 2013, the RHLF had provided 370 534 loans in total. In the financial year 2012/2013, it disbursed 

44 812 loans worth slightly over R 107 million.  

 

Figure 8: NHFC and RHLF HMF loans generated 2009-2013 

 



 NHFC 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

 

Increment
al loans 
disbursem
ents 
(Rand)  

40 205 20 000 11 321 78 605 95 000 

Increment
al loans 
generated 
(no. of 
loans)  

2 924 2 218 1 613 4 409 5 333 

 RHLF  

 

Increment
al loans 
disbursem
ents 
(Rand)  

85 792 57 000 113 600 158 874 107 106 

Increment
al loans 
generated 
(no. of 
loans)  

40 537 33 112 40 289 47 043 44 812 

 

Both the RHLF and NHFC have increased funding to MFIs over the years. From a steep decline in 2011, the 

NHFC has steadily increased lending. However, from a peak of almost R158 million in 2012, the RHLF lent R 51 

million less in 2013. Despite the general upward trend in both organisations, their lending amounts for HMF 

are still very modest. The total wholesale funding to the HMF sector has never exceed R 250 million per year. 

To put this into perspective, Real People, a commercial HMF lender, lent more than R 100 million in 

November 2013 alone.  

 

DFIs, such as the NHFC and RHLF, have eligibility criteria linked to their mandates. This translates into 

covenants stating for what, and how, the money should be used. Parts of these mandates are the common 

requirements around operational and financial sustainability. Other parts, however, are distinctly 

developmental, such as requirements requiring that diversion is limited to a certain percentage of the loans.65 

They also require the money is lent to lower income earners and may require that previously disadvantaged 

individuals are represented in the businesses ownership.66 Many organisations find these requirements 

onerous and are not prepared to meet them.  

 

2.5. PAYMENT SYSTEMS  

 

                                                           
65 The norm is 20 percent. Incentives and disincentives are used encourage compliance. For example, leakage above the minimum 

encourages interest penalties, while there is often a compliance discount, which is verified by an independent auditor.  

66 Requirements for black ownership for example are waived allowing for “progressive compliance” over time. Interview with Jabulani 

Fakazi and Tsaliko Mahlelebe of the RHLF, 25 April 2014.   
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Functioning financial infrastructure and payment systems are important aspects to financial inclusion. South 

Africa has well developed payment systems. Monthly payments for HMF and other loans are effected through 

debit orders, which are simple and cost effective. Payroll deductions are less commonly used, although they 

are fairly common on the continent. A non-authenticated early debit order (Naedo) gives preference to 

microloans, because it favours smaller debit orders that come off first.67 All this increases the likelihood of 

HMF products being successful, given this supportive payment infrastructure. This is especially true when 

compared to other countries with successful HMF products but without the developed infrastructure.  

 

There is widespread use of garnishee orders by MFIs. A relatively efficient court system and willingness to 

comply with orders by employers means that these orders provide a useful form of risk mitigation, albeit as a 

last resort after a default. However, the use of garnishee orders is increasingly under scrutiny from the 

regulatory authorities because of abuse; there have been moves to abolish them.68  

 

  

                                                           
67 Mail and Guardian “Cashing in on indebted consumers” There have been attempts by the larger banks to get rid of the system, which 

according to Hennie Ferreira, CEO of MFSA, detracts from the gains made by the system in leveling the playing field between the larger 

and smaller lenders.  

68 Moneyweb “Treasury threatens to abolish garnishee system”. Retrieved from http://tinyurl.com/ophehmb on May 23, 2014; also 

Moneyweb “Top law firm uncovers massive garnishee abuse”. Retrieved from http://tinyurl.com/pf6koeq on May 23, 2014 

http://tinyurl.com/ophehmb
http://tinyurl.com/pf6koeq


3. OPPORTUNITIES FOR HMF  

 

Through incremental housing, financed by HMF, many of the opportunities identified in the various housing 

segments–“RDP”, the “gap” market, and the rental market—can be served by HMF. 

  

3.1. THE “RDP” MARKET  

 

The RDP market presents opportunity for HMF in two ways: 

 

Firstly, many households that qualify for RDP houses can progressively improve their housing through 

incremental construction. Small HMF loans can be used to make this process faster, more efficient, and to 

create a better product. Not all households are in a position to borrow. Many households that qualify for RDP 

houses are very poor, with 16 percent earning no income at all. However, there are many households that 

qualify for RDP housing that can afford to borrow to improve their housing. More than 43 per cent of loans 

disbursed by RHLF intermediaries in 2012 were for households with incomes less than R 1 500, which 

constituted the largest single income group receiving loans in that year. 

 

Secondly, there is the legacy of around 3.2 million RDP houses. These houses are small and have very basic 

finishes. The demand for HMF is to improve these houses and increase their size, by adding an extra room, 

improving finishes, enhancing security, general repairs and so on. A commercial HMF provider commented 

that:  

 

The strong growth in the provision of government (RDP) housing over the last 10 to 15 years has spawned 

strong demand in the low- and middle-income market for home improvement. 

 

Figure 9: Improved RDP houses in Braamfisherville, Johannesburg 

 

 



 

In Figure 9, the house in the middle is an unimproved RDP house, while the other two have been substantially 

improved. The house on the left is also used for business through a crèche built in the compound, which opens 

up possibilities for business lending. Many RDP recipients see their income situation improve substantially 

sometime after they receive subsidised housing, and would like to improve and enhance their current house. 

HMF can provide for this demand.  

 

3.2. THE “GAP” HOUSING MARKET  

 

There is a shortage of housing for the “gap” market, (those earning from R 3 500 – 8 500). Households can 

incrementally build using repeat HMF loans as well as their own savings. The process can start at the point of 

acquiring the plot and, bit by bit, developing the house over time. There have been suggestions that small 

microloans be combined with the FLISP subsidy to bridge the affordability gap.69  

 

3.3. THE RENTAL MARKET  

 

The backyard rental market is an important form of accommodation for lower income households. It both 

provides an important source of accommodation as well as income.  

 

Figure 10: Housing typologies in Braamfisherville showing rental (Census 2011) 

 

                                                           
69 This suggestion has been considered by the NHFC. It has also been suggested that these loans can be used for households that qualify 

for mortgages but cannot raise the necessary deposit. Strictly speaking this is not HMF.   



 
 

In Braamfisherville, for example, a low-income settlement with slightly over 29 000 mostly RDP beneficiary 

households, almost one in four houses has a formal (house or flat) or informal (shack) in the backyard for 

rental or other use.70 Small loans to build backyard rooms and flats present a good opportunity for HMF 

because of the supporting income stream from rental that can be used to fund the build process. HMF can 

increase supply, as well as improve quality of rental units produced through the use of better materials. This 

kind of lending is done in many other countries.71  

 

3.4. SLUM UPGRADING  

 

Outcome 8, under the Department of Human Settlements program of government includes RDP housing 

delivery, but importantly also a number of other programs.  

 

 The servicing of green field sites;   

 The provision of secure tenure and basic services, as part of its slum-upgrading program. Through 

the National Upgrading Support Program (NUSP), a national target for 400 000 households to 

receive basic services and secure tenure by 2014 has been set; and 

 Issuing of subsidies through the People’s Housing Process.  

 

According to government statistics, in the 2012/2013 financial year, over 45 600 green field sites were 

delivered and close to 55 000 households were granted secure tenure and basic services. These sites can form 

the basis for an incremental housing product, as recipients of the sites need to improve them and build 

                                                           
70 They are also often used to accommodate family members.  

71 For example, Makao Poa HMF product provided by Letshego Kenya Limites, which targets the construction of extra rooms.  
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houses. Currently, the NUSP is exploring financing options for housing construction for these households, 

including how private sector loans can be used to incrementally build.  

 

3.5. LENDING TO THE SELF-EMPLOYED AND INFORMALLY EMPLOYED  

 

The microfinance industry across the world traces its origins to the informal sector. It is also here where it 

exploits its competitive advantage against the larger, more formal financial industry. This has not been so 

within the South African industry, with its large formal economy; only a small minority of lenders deal with 

the informal economy.  

 

The HMF sector needs to determine ways to grow in this sector. Self-employed people in the informal market 

build for themselves incrementally, matching their income streams. This market has been entered into by the 

HMF industry in other places and used as a competitive advantage over formal lenders. Many MFIs see the 

development of loan products that target the informal sector as an important progression in their activities.72  

 

3.6. PENSION-BACKED LENDING 

 

By all accounts, this is an area with a lot of potential. The use of the pension as security makes the loans much 

more affordable to the borrower, increasing the number of people who can afford them. The majority of 

pension-backed loans are home improvement loans. 

 

 

  

                                                           
72 Interview with Mr Lesiba.  



4. KEY ISSUES FOR HOUSING MICROFINANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA 

 

4.1. MORE HOUSING MICROFINANCE LENDING BY MFIS GOING FORWARD   

 

Recent years have been marked by an unprecedented growth of unsecured—largely consumer—lending. It is 

a profitable business, backed by a genuine need and demand. However, there is recognition that it is a 

shrinking market, and lending levels have been unsustainable. Many organisations have scaled down or 

stopped unsecured consumer lending altogether, funders are reducing their previously heavy exposure to it, 

and regulatory authorities are clamping down.  

 

Diversification in product offerings among MFIs is necessary, and developmental lending, specifically HMF, is 

gaining legitimacy as the alternative. In the medium-term, many players see this as an area of growth. While 

HMF requires much more involvement and is more challenging that than form of lending, it has very few 

lenders.  

 

4.2. POSITIVE SHIFTS ON STATE HOUSING POLICY WILL GROW THE HMF MARKET  

 

There has been a significant shift in attitude with regard to the role of the state in housing delivery. The recent 

Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC) Report notes that73  

 

‘Different households in different housing circumstances and at different stages of their lifecycles require 

specific housing interventions. Government’s role in providing housing must be understood within this 

context. The Constitution is particularly ambiguous about the role of government and the provision of 

adequate housing continues to be interpreted as physical delivery by the state. Such an interpretation is 

costly to the government but appears to have a significant positive overall impact on the number of qualifying 

households assisted.’ 

 

Additionally, there is realisation by the state that building a free house for all those who are entitled is not 

always appropriate, a problem clearly manifested by the growing backlogs. The National Development Plan 

puts it clearly:  

 

‘The system of state provided housing has benefited many poor households, but may have undermined the 

incentive for people to upgrade their own housing circumstances and may have increased dependency on the 

state for the supply of private goods… The current subsidy is perceived as discouraging complementary 
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investment and participation by the private sector and households, especially at the lower end of the 

market.’74 

 

This is a shift from previous policy—household participation in the process of building is seen to be 

increasingly important. HMF is a tool that can facilitate their participation in the build process.   

 

There is definitely a place for the state, especially in dealing with the very poor and vulnerable. This however 

should be complementary to, rather than in place of, greater household and private sector participation.  

 

4.3. HMF WILL GROW ONLY IF HOUSEHOLD DEBT REDUCES   

 

Encouraging greater investment by households in their homes and incentivising providers of small housing 

loans means that households need to be credit worthy. To do this, improving the creditworthiness of 

households is essential. This is an issue that goes beyond one sector, and needs to be addressed across all 

sectors, private and public. Suggested solutions tend to deal with better regulatory oversight, and the state 

actively trying to improve this through amendments to the NCA. However, many believe that amendments to 

the NCA do not go far enough. There has also been a failure to address the capacity and resource shortages of 

the NCR, which have hampered its ability to implement its mandate. Also critical are the concerted efforts to 

create greater consumer financial literacy among the citizenry.     

 

 

5. A ROLE FOR THE MFSA  

 

5.1. RESEARCH  

 

HMF lending in the country is relatively new. There is a need for more research and improved data to properly 

understand the sector.  A number of areas have been identified for this. 

 

5.1.1. ON THE HMF MARKET  

 

Research on the size and, more importantly, the type of market—about demand for various housing types 

and income segments—is an important area for future research. Important areas of examination include:  
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 Researching the RDP market, including understanding the demand as well as products necessary to 

serve the considerable legacy of RDP houses that need improvement. 

 How an incremental construction processes and HMF can be used to increase the supply of housing 

in the  ‘gap’ market. 

 Given the potential for income, rental income could be used to sustain loan repayments, but this 

requires research on the affordable rental market. 

 In the slum upgrading market, research is required in targeting sites for the delivery of upgrading, 

what basic services and tenure have occurred, how household build after obtaining the sites, and 

what opportunities there are for HMF. 

 While HMF models in other countries for the lending to the self-employed and informally employed 

are well developed, in South Africa they are not. HMF in other countries can form the basis for case 

studies for learning in South Africa.  

 

5.1.2. INVESTIGATE THE CURRENT HMF LENDING ENVIRONMENT   

 

Greater understanding of the current HMF lending sector is needed to determine the reasons for its relatively 

small size, compared to other forms of lending. Despite policy and regulatory incentives, as well as the 

reported better performance of HMF borrowers, it has not grown beyond a niche product. MFSA is well 

placed to shed light on what is required to significantly grow the market.  

 

5.1.3. INVESTIGATE INNOVATIVE AND NEW WAYS OF DOING HMF  

 

Current HMF lending methods are restricted to particular models, which limits the scope of the market. A 

potential for innovation is learning from lenders elsewhere. Topics that can be explored include:   

 

 Group lending methodologies has elicited great interest among lenders interviewed. Case studies 

on how this is done in South Africa and elsewhere would be useful to be disseminated to local 

lenders. The MFSA can invite experts on group lending to provide information on how this works.  

 Pension-backed lending is an area of exploration, given its current limited use by the banks only. 

There are specific challenges within the industry, such as how to more efficiently provide for housing 

support services. Models of how this is done elsewhere in the world can be investigated to determine 

how this can be best provided in South Africa.    

 



5.1.4. PROVIDE INDUSTRY INFORMATION  

 

There is very little data on the HMF lending sector in the country, a problem identified by many of the MF 

members. There is a need to develop this on an on-going basis, to get an accurate picture of the industry, 

which can be used to guide other activities such as research and lobbying.  

 

5.2. CREATING PARTNERSHIPS 

 

Possible partnerships can revolve around: 

 

 Research, with institutions involved in HMF, such as Habitat for Humanity, CAHF and the University 

of Cape Town. 

 Regulators, such as the NCR. Data and industry wide information relating to HMF is particularly thin, 

and the NCR should be lobbied and capacitated to collect this. The new FSC provides opportunity for 

HMF because of its ability to reach lower income earners, while the Treasury remains the integral 

figure when it comes to South Africa’s finance sector.  

 International practitioners and institutions involved in HMF, who can provide important lessons to 

the local industry. These include the IFC, Habitat for Humanity, and HMF lenders in other parts of the 

continents and further.  

 Local DFIs funding HMF. MFSA can play an important role in providing its membership information 

to these funds. The FLISP, which is administered by the NHFC, provides important potential for 

public and private sector leveraging to build affordable housing. The MFSA can also play a lobbying 

role for the strengthening these institutions, at a national government level.   

 Other state agencies, including the NUSP, which is involved in delivery of upgraded sites, can form 

an important platform for HMF lending.  

 

5.3. FUNDING 

 

The need for funding was identified as critical to growing the sector. Aside from local private funds, 

international funds that have multiple bottom lines are increasingly an important source of funding. These are 

particularly important in these stages of growing the market, where greater risk appetite is necessary to 

develop the market. Linked to this, another important area of funding is product development funding, 

important for technical support, piloting lending products, and catalysing market entry by lenders. Seeking 

and identifying these sources of funding and communication with membership is important. There is local 

state funding provided through the NHFC and the RHLF, though not all members have managed to access 



this funding. The reasons for this are linked to conditions attached to the funds, the capacity and resources 

available to these institutions as well as a lack of information. The MFSA can play a role in facilitating 

processes of information dissemination and negotiating important aspects of fund access among its 

members.  

 

5.4. PLATFORMS FOR NETWORKING AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING 

 

MFIs in, or planning to enter, the HMF sector need to learn about the state of the industry. The MFSA can 

facilitate and create platforms for this, through workshops, tours, conferences and international learning 

exchanges with countries where HMF is much more prolific. 

 

5.5. LOBBYING AND ADVOCACY  

 

There are a number of potential areas identified for the MFSA.  This includes lobbying: 

 For creative use of current state subsidies with private sector funding;   

 To allow pension backed lending for MFIs that meet certain criteria;  

 For greater resources and capacitation of DFIs currently supporting HMF in the country; and 

 To create greater incentive for HMF products for the “gap” housing market. 
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